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ON SYLOW INTERSECTIONS

marcel herzog

Abstract. Let G be a finite group, and let P be its Sylow

/»-subgroup. Suppose that 0„(G) = 1 and i2i(P) is abelian. Then

there exists a Sylow/7-subgroup P, of G such that PnPl=l.

1. Introduction. It is a long-standing conjecture that if G is a non-

abelian simple group and P is its ^-subgroup then |G|>|P|2. The aim of

this note is to prove a partial case of the following stronger conjecture.

Conjecture. Let G be a finite group, and let P be its Sp-subgroup.

Suppose that 0P(G)= 1. Then there exists an SP-subgroup Px of G such that

PnPx=\.
If P is abelian, the conjecture was proved by Brodkey [1]. The author

generalized Brodkey's result in [2], proving the conjecture under the

assumption that P nPx <] P for all SP-subgroups P, of G. In this paper we

will prove the following:

Theorem 1. Let i be a fixed positive integer. Then the conjecture holds,

provided that Q¿(P) nü^Pj) <¡Í2¿(-P) for all SP-subgroups Px ofG.

Since / is arbitrary, the above-mentioned result of [2] follows im-

mediately from Theorem 1. In addition we get :

Theorem 2.    The conjecture holds ifCl^P) is abelian.

Theorem 3.    Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, |G|>|P|2.

In §2, i2-functor will be defined. Using this definition, Theorem 4 will be

stated, from which Theorem 1 follows immediately. §3 will be devoted to a

proof of Theorem 4.

2. Q-functors. Let G be a finite group, and let p be a prime. An

Cl-functor (for p) on G is a mapping W of the set of/»-subgroups of G into

itself, that satisfies the following conditions : for every p-subgroup P of G,

(i) W(P)^P,
(ii) W(P)* 1 if /Vl,

(iii) W(P3)= W(P)o for every geG, and

(iv) W(Px)^ W(P) for every /»-subgroup /^ of G such that W(Px)^P.
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Lemma 1. Let W be an Q.-functor on G and let P,PX,- • • , Pn be p-

subgroups of G. Then the following statements hold.

(a) Px^P implies W(Px)Z W(P),

(b) W(Px rv • • n/>j£ W(Px) n---r\ w(Pn),

(c) pxc\- • -npn=i iffl(Px)r\- ■ ■ryW(Pn)=liffW(P1n- ■■r^pn)=\w,
(d) W(P)ZPx^P implies W(P)=W(Px).

Proof, (a) follows from (i) and (iv), (b) follows from (a), and (d)

follows from (iv) and (a). As for (c), by (i), P1n- ■ -nPn=l implies

W(Px)n---r\W(Pn)=l which by (b) implies H^n- • -n P„)=l. By

(ii), the last equation implies Px rv • • nP„=l.

In §3 we will prove the following:

Theorem 4. Let Wbe an ù-functor for p on G. Then the conjecture holds,

provided that W(P) O W(Px) <\ W(P)for all S „-subgroups Px of G.

It is easy to check that Q¿, / = 1, • • • , are Q-functors on G. Therefore,

Theorem 1 is a partial case of Theorem 4.

3. Proof of Theorem 4. We may assume that |P| > 1 and since 0P(G)=

1, there exists a minimal integer r such that:

(1) Pi ni>2 rv OPr=l,

where P¿ are S^-subgroups of G. We will assume that r>2 and derive a

contradiction.

By Lemma 1(c) it follows from (1) that

(2) W(Px) n W(P2) O • • • O W(Pr) = 1

and r is minimal such that (2) is satisfied for some S^-subgroups P¿ of G.

Let C= W(Px) n W(P2) ; by our assumptions W(Pt)£ N=NG(C), i= 1, 2.

Let Q be an S^-subgroup of N containing P3n- • • C\PTC\N and let Du

i=l, 2, be Sj,-subgroups of A7 containing W(Pf), /=1, 2, respectively. It

follows by the definition of W, parts (iii) and (iv), and the Sylow Theorem,

that W(Pi)^rV(Di) and \W(Df)\^\W(Pf)\; consequently W(P,)= W(Df),
i= 1, 2. Thus C= W(Dx) n W(D2) and there exists an S„-subgroup RofN

such that C= W(Q) C\W(R). It follows then by (2), the definition of Q and

Lemma 1(a), that:

l = w(Q) n W(R) r\ W(P3) n--- n W(PT)

2 W(P% n • • • r\pr r\N) n W(R) n w(PA r\ ■ • ■ n W(PT)

and by Lemma 1(c), since R^N, we get:

(3) R np3 n •• • r\Pr = l.
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Let S be an 5P-subgroup of G containing R. By the minimality of r,

S np3 n • • • r\PTji\

and, by Lemma 1(c),

W(S) n W(P3) n--- n W(Pr) ^ l.

However, since W(P^)<=,N, it follows by the definition of W, parts (iii)

and (iv), that W(R)=W(S), and consequently

W(R) n w(P3) n--- r\ W(PT) ̂  l

which, in view of Lemma 1(c), contradicts (3).
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